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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The JMABC, like many other museums throughout the world, has rich and varied programs.
The success of such programs and projects very much depends on our excellent and dedicated
staff.
The Jewish Museum of London explores the history of Jewish people in Britain, from medieval
times up the modern day. It recently announced that Prince Charles, the Prince of Wales, had
agreed to renew his position as Patron of the Museum.
In Winnipeg, the Marion and Ed Vickar Jewish Museum of Western Canada collection reflects
the social history of lives and events in the Western Canadian Jewish community over more
than a century. To help present this material, the museum is digitizing the entire collection to
make it available online.
The Oregon Jewish Museum maintains an archives and oral history program documenting the
Oregon Jewish community. It is currently applying the data from a survey by the Pew Research
Center to see how it affects Portland Oregon Jews.
The Jewish Museum of the Greek Island of Rhodes documents the history of the Jews of
Rhodes. Interestingly, it, like the JMABC is undergoing a restoration of its cemetery. Dating
back to the 1840’s, it is “one of the oldest and best preserved Jewish cemeteries in Europe.”
For the JMABC, the emerging Spring brings both an end and a beginning. Intersections (formerly
known as Philosophers’ Café) has had a season of excellent and stimulating discussions,
sometimes with a small and intimate attendance and sometimes with a large group. The
January Intersections focused on the pressures felt by the under 45 generation, moderated
Paul Kershaw of UBC’s Human Early Learning Partnership. 23 people of all ages attended and
contributed their thoughts.
Our Nemetz Jewish Community Archives, both physical and online, carries on. Work continues
on the numerous fonds and digitizing of photographs from organizations such as HadassahWIZO and Congregation Beth Israel. New material is always arriving from donors.
Our public programming continues to flourish; i.e., walking tours of old Jewish Vancouver, and
the Jewish section of the Vancouver Mountain View Cemetery, and our above-mentioned
Intersections. Our staff make presentations to different organizations and exhibits continue
to be displayed online and at various galleries and museums. The official unveiling of our own
cemetery project at the original Mountain View Jewish cemetery at 37th and Fraser was held
last October and was very well attended.
We are always appreciative of our many volunteers who devote numerous hours to helping to
conduct oral history interviews, transcribing such interviews, and/or helping out at Intersections.
Included among these is our dedicated board of directors who meet regularly to plot JHSBC’s
ongoing future. We are a beneficiary of the Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver but,
for ongoing funding, depend on general donations, specific donor directed contributions and
memberships and grants for which we are grateful.
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Our three times a year periodical, “the Chronicle”, and our annual journal, “the Scribe”, have
thoughtful and interesting articles. Last year’s Scribe was about Congregation Emanu-El’s
150th anniversary. Our current edition is a fascinating and sometimes humourous publication
regarding the history of Jewish people in BC’s furniture business. Our website and virtual
museum http://www.jewishmuseum.ca continues to be a comprehensive record of our
remarkable past.
See the following page for information regarding a fundraising event on March 27th.
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Perry Seidelman

Front Cover: Unidentified
photocomposition by Fred
Schiffer. Date unknown.
©JMABC

SAVE THE DATE!

HELP BRING
OUR
PAST
TO LIFE
The JMABC board and staff have identified the need for a fresh website that will reduce staff costs by streamlining
uploading procedures, make our archives collection more readily available to researchers and allow us the opportunity to
build media-rich online exhibits. We met last summer with 6 leading local web-design firms and with their help were able
to pinpoint the ways that a new website could benefit our organization and community and how much such a project
would cost. Innovative websites are changing the definition of museums the world over. Some of the best examples that
we have taken as inspiration are: <http://highrise.nfb.ca/shorthistory> and <http://galleryoflostart.com>
Our goal for this project is $25,000.
Please join us for a Members’ Soirée in support of this project.
Thursday, March 27, 2014
Cocktails and Appetizers, Limited Silent Auction
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
$54 - Tax receipts will be issued as allowed by CRA
6184 Ash Street
Vancouver, BC
Kindly RSVP to: info@jewishmuseum.ca or 604.257.5199
If you are unable to join us but would like to support this project, please contact the office to make a contribution.

Photo above: George Gordon, Sam Gordon, Feldman and Isaac Lipovsky set
out on an adventure, circa 1915. ©JMABC, L.21941.
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CURRENT AND UPCOMING EXHIBITS

!

l to r: L.16747, LF.39028, LF.39956, ©JMABC.
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MORE THAN
JUST

Leonard Frank

JEWISH WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS IN BC

at the North Vancouver Museum & Archives
September 10 2013 – March 18, 2014

Mrs.

More Than Just Mrs. recounts the history
of women’s volunteer organizations in
BC, specifically Hadassah-WIZO, National
Council of Jewish Women, and Na’amat.
These organizations initiated many
influential social justice projects both
here in BC and in Israel, which benefited
thousands of individuals.
To learn more about the full history of
these organizations, visit the exhibit at:
MORETHANJUSTMRS.WORDPRESS.COM
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HISTORY
Through the Lens of
BC Master Photographer L EONARD FRANK
Leonard Frank’s dramatic photographs
of BC’s logging industry are beyond
compare. We are very pleased to be
collaborating with the North Vancouver
Museum and Archives to showcase these
amazing works.
Stop by the NVMA before March 18th to
see for yourself.
209 4 St W, North Vancouver
Tuesday through Sunday
Noon - 5pm

at the Reach Gallery Museum, Abbotsford
April 10 - June 30

The Reach Gallery Museum in Abbotsford
will be presenting a series of Leonard
Frank photographs selected from the
JMABC archives later this spring. Stay
tuned for further details as this exhibit
develops.
32388 Veterans Way, Abbotsford
Tuesday through Friday
10am - 5pm (until 9pm on Thursdays)

IN DEVELOPMENT

Fred
Schiffer
Capturing Vancouver

l to r: Shipworks in North Vancouver; Laurie and Harley Rothstein; unidentified man and children; unidentified man; Arthur Erickson; unidentified
logdriver. All photographs by Fred Schiffer, ©JMABC.

The JMABC has begun developing a new exhibit on the life and work of master photographer Fred Schiffer, and we need your help!
Schiffer arrived in Vancouver in 1958 after fleeing wartime Vienna and raising his young family in post-war Buenos Aires. Upon his
arrival in Vancouver, Schiffer opened a photography studio and continued the portrait photography he had begun in Argentina. Like
his contemporaries Fred Herzog and Foncie Pulice, Fred Schiffer captured Vancouver’s dramatic years of transition from small town
to urban metropolis. He gained renown for his portraiture and was commissioned to photograph Vancouverites of all walks of life,
including judges, mayors, artists, architects, business leaders, and private citizens.
If Fred Schiffer took your portrait or photographed a family milestone, we would love to hear from you! Your recollections of working
with Schiffer will help inform this exhibit.
Stay tuned for more information on this upcoming exhibit.
Also, if your Schiffer photos have faded over the years, we will be happy to produce new copies from the original negatives if they
are in our archives. In this way, you can help us raise funds necessary to produce this exhibit. Contact us for more information at:
info@jewishmuseum.ca

COMING SOON

THE
SCRIBE

The latest edition of the JHSBC journal, The Scribe, is nearing
completion. Edited by Cynthia Ramsay, owner and publisher
of Vancouver’s Jewish Independent, this issue will focus on
the history of Jews in the BC furniture industry. Through oral
history exerpts and photographs it will present a rich portait of
this essential portion of our community’s history.
All JHSBC members in good standing will receive a complimentary
copy, following its printing in February. Additional copies of The
Scribe can be purchased for $20 plus postage. Please notify us if
you would like an additional copy.
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PUBLIC PROGRAMS

WALKING
TOURS
Gastown & Strathcona | 700 E Pender Street
Mountain View Cemetery | 37th & Fraser Street
$10

BUILDING COMMUNITY
THROUGH DIALOGUE
Our very popular discussion series, Intersections continues
through 2014. This inter-cultural discussion series welcomes
local experts in a wide range of topics, and engage discussion
between our community and other ethnic communities. Our
January session with Paul Kershaw from Generation Squeeze
was a great success. Community members from all generations
came together to discuss the financial burdens of life in BC and
the obstacles this presents for those starting out a new family.
To learn more about Generation Squeeze, view the video at
gensqueeze.ca

Discover the rich history of Vancouver’s early Jewish community
by walking through the neighbourhood this community once
called home, or touring the Jewish Section of Mountain View
Cemetery.
Mountain View Cemetery
March 23, 2-3:30 pm		
April 27, 2-3:30 pm		
May 18, 2-3:30 pm

Gastown & Strathcona
Check our website for
upcoming dates.

book your private tour today!
The perfect way to celebrate a family occasion through history.

We have a fantastic lineup of Intersections guests and topics
coming up through the spring. Mark your calendar with these
upcoming sessions happening here at the Museum:

Feb 19 REFLECTIONS ON THE

FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM

with Esther Caldes & Walter Gumprich

GENEALOGY
SUNDAYS

TRACE YOUR ROOTS

Mar 19 CREATING ACCESSIBLE SPACES
with Roger Jones & Debbie Havusha

Apr 23 RIGHT TO FOOD

with Surindra Sugrim of Quest Food Services and
Andrew Christie of Gordon Neighbourhood House

May 21 ISSUES OF IMMIGRATION
with Richard Kurland

Sept * BRINGING NATURE INTO THE CITY
with Cornelia Oberlander, at the Museum of
Vancouver, 1100 Chestnut Street.

*Yet to be finalized; check our website for further details.
Summer dates will be announced in the next Chronicle.
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LAST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH | 1-4pm | 6184 Ash Street
FREE (by appointment only): 604.257.5199
info@jewishmuseum.ca
The Jewish Genealogical Institute of BC invites you to make use
of genealogical resources ancestry.com and findmypast.co.uk to
trace your family history. A volunteer from the Institute will be
on site to guide you through these resources.
Book your FREE appointment today!
PRESENTED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
THE JEWISH GENEALOGICAL INSTITUTE OF BC

SPECIAL PROJECT: MOUNTAIN VIEW CEMETERY RESTORATION

PROGRESS REPORT

Work continues apace in the Jewish section of Mountain View Cemetery as crews from J.B. Newall Memorials Ltd clean and add
structural stabilization to gravestones, some over a century old.
This project is an initiative of the Schara Tzedeck Cemetery Board and has an independent advisory committee under the
chairmanship of Shirley Barnett. It is expected to be completed within the next 3 years and comprises four areas of work:
RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTATION
Documenting the 450 burial sites, 150 of which are unmarked. Many of the unmarked graves now have temporary markers
to ensure that they are respectfully recognized and remembered.
COMMUNITY AWARENESS
The Jewish Museum and Archives of BC has created mobile displays about the project, which are on view in various locations
throughout the Jewish Community.
PHYSICAL RESTORATION
Uncovering, cleaning and restoring the gravestones is being undertaken by Rosemarie Newall of J.B. Newall Memorials
Ltd.. Bill Pechet of Pechet Studio Architecture has enlisted the support of Cornelia Oberlander in restoring the grounds,
creating pathways, adding benches, a washing station, new perimeter fencing of a historical nature and replicating the
original ornamental gates.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Guided walking tours, brochures, scripts, and educational tool kits will be developed once restoration is completed. Tours
will be customized for adults and for young people in both Jewish and public schools. Notable individuals will be highlighted
and the story of building a Jewish Community in Vancouver will be told from the graves of those who are interred there. A
separate committee under the leadership of Norman Franks is in the process of gathering and recording individual stories
of interest.
For further information please contact:
Myra Adirim, project administrator
myra.mvc@gmail.com
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ARCHIVES REPORT

ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
Since our last publication, we have conducted 4 new oral history interviews: Leslie and Nicky Raphael; Dr. Arthur Hayes; Irene Dodek;
and David and Vera Bakonyi on the late Peter Bakonyi.
Thank you to all of our oral history interviewers and to those hard-working individuals who work on oral history transcription. We are
always looking for more volunteers. If you are interested in getting involved, please email: archives@jewishmuseum.ca.
Below is an excerpt from the JHSBC Oral History collection. This is only one example of the kinds of stories that we have recorded
and preserved in the archives for future generations.

Dr. Irving Snider (third from left) with members of the Dawson City hockey team, circa 1925. ©JMABC, L.22112.

Dr. Irving Snider
(1903-2002)

Interview with Dr. Irving Snider, 19.75-13: Interviewed
by Cyril Leonoff and Myer Freedman, August 10, 1975,
West Vancouver, BC.
I went to Britannia High School. I went to the Seymour and
Strathcona schools. And I went to the University of British
Columbia for one year when it was in Mount Pleasant, before
the trek out to Point Grey. And then I left for dental school,
North Pacific College in Oregon, in 1920 with Robert Franks
[son of Zebulon Franks]. And we both graduated in 1924 from
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North Pacific Dental School in Portland, Oregon… I practiced in
the interior of British Columbia for a couple of months: Lillooet,
Lytton, Ashcroft, and then Dr. Franks had gone up north that
fall and he did so well and saw the need of dentists in that part
of the country, he asked me if I would join him. So in 1925, in
January, we left for Stewart, British Columbia. And we were
supposed to take over a dental practice of an unlicensed dentist
there but we didn’t like Stewart and we kept going and finally
got to Skagway and from Skagway we went to Whitehorse. And
we got to Whitehorse and we found out that there had been two
dentists living in the Yukon: one had passed away and the other
had left for Seattle and there were no dentists in the Yukon at
all. So that was our reason for going into Whitehorse and then
into Dawson.

Well, I enjoyed my life in the Yukon. I was very, very young… I
liked the social life. There were a lot of young people there. I was
interested always in athletics. We had hockey teams and baseball
teams. And it was a good social life. There was lots of dinner
parties, bridge parties and things like that. So we just mixed right
in and spent a very happy part of our life in the Yukon… I was
never a hunter or anything. We used to fish a little bit. But we
were so busy, we worked all the time.
We travelled a lot in the summer. The steam boats were able to
take us to various points. In those days they didn’t have airplanes
like they do now, we did all our travelling by steam boat. And we
would arrive in Dawson in the spring and we would stay there,
we would be busy all the time. Then when we finished we would
get word from Mayo that they needed us there. So we’d decide
when we were leaving and we would send word ahead and we’d
go to Mayo and we’d go to Keno. We used to work right at the
mines. The management were always glad to have a dentist
there and they looked after us. Then we’d go back to Dawson
and then we would take the river boat and go up to Whitehorse
and work in Whitehorse and go into a small town of Carcross,
work at [a local school there]. And I’d go into Atlin and I would
come back to Whitehorse and I’d go back to Dawson, it was
just a constant trip of working, working all the time. There was
never, never a letdown. We didn’t know anything but work in all
the years… [We] moved about from city to city as [our] services
were required… we had portable equipment that we could set
up in about two or three hours and we would be ready to work…
There were no technicians. We did all our own laboratory work.

We made our own dentures, we did our own bridge work, we
had to do everything so it meant hours of work. We put in as
many hours after dinner as we had put in up until then… We
had two chairs that were portable. We had two foot engines
with motors. We had a vulcanizer. We had a blow torch and we
could melt gold. And we could do everything. We had our own
[inaudible]. We had our own x-ray machine. We had our own
porcelain furnace. We could bake porcelain in it. We were as well
equipped as any dentist. In fact, we had more equipment than
lots of dentists in the city even. We started and x-rays weren’t
that common in dental offices.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albert Miller - 4 black and white photograph prints, 1913-ca. 1960, of Albert Miller’s mother Sophie Miller (nee Gutwetter).
Cornelia Oberlander - two folders of documents pertaining to the early days of Temple Sholom Religious School (ca. 1950s-1960s).
Sheila E. Austin - copy of the DVD “The Wonderful Life of Sheila Austin (video memoir), produced by Lifetime Memoirs (2013).
John Keenlyside - “Act to Incorporate the Israelite Congregation named ‘The Emanuel of Victoria, Vancouver Island’” (1864).
Larry Wosk - two black and white photographs showing a Wosk’s display at PNE exhibitions (ca. 1947-1950); copy of a Vancouver
Sun or Province ad for Wosk’s (ca. 1940); certificate of appreciation for Ben Wosk from GSW Inc. (General Steel Wares) (1986);
certificate of award to Ben Wosk from the Yeshiva University (1966); 4 glasses from Wosk’s 50th anniversary (1982).
David Bogoch: material from Abraham (Al) and Margaret Mullinger-Bogoch.
NCJW - 24 boxes of textual records and photographs added to the existing NCJW fonds.

As always, we would like to thank all of our donors for their continued support and interest in the Nemetz Jewish Community
Archives. If you have something you would like to donate, please email archives@jewishmuseum.ca.
Also, a very big thank you to Betty and Irv Nitkin for generously schlepping boxes of material back and forth between Victoria and
Vancouver. Your help is greatly appreciated!
A special thank you to all of the archives sponsors and grant funders who are making it possible to process collections and making
them available for research and use. Please visit MemoryBC (www.memorybc.ca/jewish-museum-and-archives-of-british-columbianemetz-jewish-community-archives;isdiah) to view online finding aids and the JMABC Online Photo Library Database (www.
jewishmuseum.ca/archives) to view digitized items.
Photo: Barss’ Side (Strona Barssa), of Old Town Market Square, Warsaw, 1964. This UNESCO World Heritage Site was damaged and blown up in
WWII by the German Army and has since been restored resembling its prewar 17th century appearance. The Sniders travelled the world, taking
photos everywhere from Dawson City to Rhodesia, Dubrovnik to Mexico. We look forward to sharing many more of them with you in an exhibit
and future issues of The Chronicle. L.18835, ©JMABC.
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PEOPLE & PROJECTS
After finishing digitizing and cataloguing the slide collection,
I began working on the photographs. Part of the photograph
collection includes an old photo album. The images from the
album are from as early as 1910. The early pictures depict the
Snider family, as well as images of the “Y” camp in Hopkins
Landing. Dr. Snider’s life took him to Portland, Oregon and
Dawson City, Yukon, as well spending time across Canada and
overseas during WWII. While in Portland, Dr. Snider attended
dental school and there are many pictures of him and his
classmates. The images of Dawson ca. 1925 are extremely
interesting, as they include several images of the Dawson City
flood in 1926.
In addition to the photo album there are colour pictures from the
Snider’s later years. These images grabbed my attention as well,
especially those that were taken at Irving’s 90th birthday.

Marisa Parker

ARCHIVES ASSISTANT
My contract to catalogue and digitize the photographs from the
CHW Vancouver fonds (formerly Hadassah-WIZO) has come to a
close. The project, funded by the Irving K. Barber BC Digitization
Program, included digitizing 1,261 photographs and negatives.
The photographs have been uploaded to the website and are
now available for viewing online: http://www.jewishmuseum.ca/
archive_detail/826.
As the last term of my undergraduate in Art History at UBC
also comes to a close, I am beginning applications to graduate
programs in Archival Studies. Although I am not sure where I will
end up next year, I hope to return to volunteering at the JMABC
when my contract ends. I have enjoyed working here and I am
very grateful to have had this opportunity to work at the JMABC!

Naomi Lerman

ARCHIVES ASSISTANT
In September, I began working at the JMABC as an archival
assistant. The funding for my internship has been provided by
the Young Canada Works at Building Careers in Heritage grant
program and the Phyliss and Irving Snider Foundation.
The Dr. Irving and Phyliss Snider fonds are made up of a
compilation of slides, photographs, textual records, artifacts
and film reels. Since September, I have been digitizing and
cataloguing the slides and photographs from the Snider fonds.
Digitizing and cataloguing the Snider’s travel slides have taken
me on a trip around the world. The Snider’s traveled everywhere
from Russia and Mexico to cities across Canada. Many of the
trips included their golf clubs, while the earlier images depicted
their experiences in far flung locations, such as Tangier.
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In April of last year, I graduated
from the University of Toronto
with a collaborative Masters
Degree in Museum Studies
and Jewish Studies. Much
of my experience is in the
museum fields of curatorship
and exhibition development,
so my time spent as an
archival assistant has brought
a new and exciting perspective
to my work as a museum
professional. I should note that
many years ago I worked for
the JMABC as an education
assistant and my experience
then led me to go into the
museum field. Here I am back,
full circle, at the JMABC.
I will be continuing my work at the JMABC until March, and I look
forward to the continued work I will do on the Snider collection
as well as other JMABC collections.

Special Thanks
A huge thank you to Marisa
Parker, Naomi Lerman and
Nikola Mitrovic (pictured l
to r) who collectively spent
countless hours of work to
complete the digitization
of the Dr. Irving and Phyliss
Snider photographs. These
photographs will be uploaded to our website in the coming
months. Stay tuned for the next progress report.

TRIBUTES
IN APPRECIATION

DONATIONS

Shael Smith. JHS Board

MAZEL TOV

Shirley Barnett, in honour of her work on the Mountain View
Cemetery Restoration Project. Shirley and Ted Cohn
Iris and Phil Dayson, in honour of the birth of their granddaughter,
Taylor. Noemi and Bill Gruenthal
Charlie Flader, in honour of his birthday. Irene and Mort Dodek
Norman Franks, in his honour. Ralph Markin, Robert Markin
Kelly Schmidt and Michael Schwartz, in honour of their marriage.
JHS Board
Shelley and Perry Seidelman, in honour of their 40th anniversary.
Yvonne and George Rosenberg
Lenny Smith, in honour of his second bar mitzvah. Noemi and
Bill Gruenthal

SPEEDY RECOVERY
SYMPATHY

Ethel and Saul Gelfant, in memory of their grandson, Merrick
Cohen. Kay Levey
of

his

NEW MEMBERS

Alisa Franken, Corrine Gelfer, Phil Sanderson, Carla Van Messel
and Ari Shiff

CYRIL LEONOFF ENDOWMENT FUND FOR THE
JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF BC

Perry Seidelman. Corrine and Mark Gelfer

Saul Goldberg, in memory
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Jana and Ken Abramson, Anonymous, Sheila and Andre Anzarut,
Helen Aqua, Jack Austin, Gary Averbach, Bonnie and Alan
Belzberg, Sally Berry, David Bogoch, Esther Caldes, Jack Chivo,
Reva and Ken Davidson, Irene and Mort Dodek, Peter Dodek,
Enid Edwards, Janet York and Sam Feldman, Sharon and Ed
Fitch, Marlene and Norman Franks, Rhoda and Chris Friedrichs,
Miri and Larry Garaway, Dora and Sid Golden, Effie and Harry
Gordon, Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, Glenda and Arthur Guttman,
Anne Hudson, John Keenlyside, Marilyn and Robert Krell, Donna
Love and Earl Lesk, Risa and Bill Levine, Kay Levey, Jocy Lowy,
Rochelle Moss, Tyla and Larry Meyer, Betty and Irv Nitkin, Lola
and Norman Pawer, Cheryl Rimer, Matthew Ross, Eleanor and
Harley Rothstein, Stan Saibil, Beverly and Fred Schaeffer, Carla
Van Messel and Ari Shiff, Sheila and Lenny Smith, Stanley
Sunshine, Ronnie and Barry Tessler, Sarah Tobe, Susan and David
Zacks.

brother,

Marvin.

Michael Levy and Ann Ehrcke, in memory of her father, Jerome
Oelbaum. Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, JHS Board and Staff, Betty
and Irv Nitkin.

An endowment fund in the name of Cyril Leonoff (the Jewish
Historical Society of BC’s founder) has been established at
the Jewish Community Foundation. This endowment funds
supports the research, writing and publication of the story of the
Jewish people of British Columbia. Donations to the Fund can be
made directly by phoning the Jewish Community Foundation at
604.257.5100.
CanadaHelps.org

TRIBUTE CARDS
JMABC Tribute cards are the perfect way to mark a special
occasion! We have a wide selection of cards, all featuring photos
from our archives collection (including those at right).
If you’re looking for the perfect birthday, bat/bar mitzvah,
wedding, anniversary, or mazel tov present for the loved one
who has everything, this may be just the ticket.
Contact the office to send one today: (604) 257-5199
PHOTOS ON PREVIOUS PAGE:
Marjorie Groberman and Blossom Wine exchange a gavel and handshake as Jessie Allman (at right) and an unidentified woman look on, 1955.
©JMABC, L.19655
Phyliss Snider at the Elk Hotel “Official Weigh-In Station,” Elk Lake, BC, 1960. ©JMABC, L.21336.
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B.B.Y.O. President Certificates recipients, Vancouver, BC, circa 1960. Judith Freiman at bottom right. Collection: Jewish Western Bulletin fonds.
©JMABC, L.12151.

MYSTERY PHOTO
Please help us identify these members of our community. If you know who they are, please contact us at the number below.
Thank you to everyone who helped us identify our last mystery photo (below), taken at the opening of the new Schara Tzedeck
Chapel in June 1951. Here it is with the first paragraph of the Jewish Western Bulletin article it appeared alongside. You can read the
full article at: www.multiculturalcanada.ca/node/749127
Pictured left to right are: Mrs. Paula Fouks, Rebbetzin Ginsberg, Rabbi Ch. B. Ginsberg, Mr. I.J. Klein, Mrs. I.J. Klein (who officially
opened the door), Rabbi David C. Kogen, Cantor David Reznik, Rabbi Leon M. Mozeson, Mrs. Jaffe, Mr. J.B. Jaffe (who was chairman
of the opening ceremonies), Mr. Moses Fouks (President of Congregation Schara Tzedeck), Abe (Abrasha) Wosk (chairman of the
Chapel Committee); kneeling (L to R): Sam Levi, and Jack Diamond (chairman of the Cemetery Board).

New Chapel Opened with
Dignified Ceremony and
Expressions of Unity
The new Shara Tzedeck Chapel at 3642 W. Broadway
was opened last Sunday with an appropriate and dignified,
yet unpretentious ceremonial program, before a representative
gathering of Vancouver Jewry. The building was officially
opened by Mrs. I. J. Klein, who was one of four recipients of
gold keys, in recognition of support and service toward the
attainment of the chapel. Abe Wosk, Sam Levi and Jack
Diamond were the other recipients of gold keys.

6184 Ash Street, Vancouver, BC V5Z 3G9
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